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STAGE 51 PARTS

PART NUMBER

51A

51B

51C

51D 

PART NUMBER

51E

BM

DM

CP

PART NAME

Deck panel U2-10

Escape pod cover

Dark window

Nacelle lower frame

PART NAME

Deck panel light

2x4mm screw

1.7x3x5mm screw

2x4mm screw

QUANTITY

1

4

10

1

QUANTITY

1

6 (+2 spare)

4 (+1 spare)

4 (+1 spare)

51A

51D

51E

BM

51B 51C

DM CP



PART NUMBER

52A

52B

52C

52D

52E

PART NUMBER

52F

52G

52H

BM

DM

PART NAME

Deck panel U1-09

Reflector panel U1-09-A

Deck panel lights

Clear window

Dark window

PART NAME

Transporter emitter pad

Nacelle front lower

Bussard EM field projector lower

2x4mm screw

1.7x3x5mm screw

QUANTITY

1

1

1

5

10

QUANTITY

1

1

1

6 (+2 spare)

4 (+1 spare)

4

52A

52C

52D

BM DM

52F 52G 52H

52E

52B

STAGE 52 PARTS
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PART NUMBER

53A

53B

53C

53D

53E

53F

PART NUMBER

53G

53H

53I

53J

53K

DM

PART NAME

Deck panel U3-01

Reflector panel U3-01 A1

Reflector panel U3-01 A2

Arboretum

Escape pod cover

Clear window

PART NAME

Dark window

Deck panel lights

Bussard collector reflector 1

Bussard collector reflector 2

Bussard collector reflector 3

1.7x3x5mm

QUANTITY

1

1

1

1

12

5

QUANTITY

10

1

1

1

1

6 (+2 spare)

53A

53E

53H

53F 53G53D

53I 53J 53K DM

53B

53C

STAGE 53 PARTS
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PART NUMBER

54A

54B

54C

54D

54E

54F

PART NUMBER

54G

54H

AM

DM

FM

CP

PART NAME

Reflector panel U3-01-A

Reflector panel U3-01-A3

Escape pod cover

Deck panel light

Clear window

Dark window

PART NAME

Bussard collector reflector cover

Sticker

1.7x4mm screw

1.7x3x5mm screw

2.3x4mm screw

2x4mm screw

QUANTITY

1

1

24

2

10

15

QUANTITY

1

3

2 (+1 spare)

6 (+2 spare)

10 (+2 spare)

8 (+2 spare)

54A 54B

54C

54E

AM DM FM CP

54F 54G 54H

54D

STAGE 54 PARTS



PART LOCATOR

XXXXX

STAGE 51 ASSEMBLY

ASSEMBLING A DECK PANEL CLUSTER

A new deck assembly combines with two previous builds to form a substantial  
deck panel cluster, fitted to the rear of your upper saucer structure.

Take deck panel U2-10 (51A) and fit four escape pod 
covers (51B) with the red line on each closest to the wide 
end of the panel. Then insert seven dark windows (51C).

Next, retrieve your deck panel assembly from stage 49 
and place it over the escape pod covers in deck panel 
U2-10 (51A) as shown. Then slot the deck panel light 
(51E) into the top of the assembly and secure it to deck 
panel U2-10 with two DM screws. 

STEP 

A

7

Carefully bend the bulb casing circled above to make 
room for another deck panel. Then place your deck panel 
assembly from stage 50 across the windows in deck 
panel U2-10 (51A) and secure it with two DM screws.

SAUCER SECTION  
PORT IMPULSE  

ENGINE HOUSING

51B 51B
51B51B

51A

51A 51A

DM
DM

50A

49B

49B

51E

DM DM

51C
51C

51C
51C51C

51C

51C



TESTING THE LIGHTS

FITTING THE DECK PANEL CLUSTER

STEP 

B

STEP 

C

8

Insert the plugs from stage 49 (49F) 
and stage 50 (50E) into sockets 

marked “A” on saucer PCB 2 (45C). 
Finally, insert the smaller plug from  
the deck panel light (51E) into the  

“B” socket shown on the same PCB.  
Stage 51 is now complete.

Check the lights in your new 
assembly by plugging them 

into the test PCB, along with 
the battery as shown.

Note: Keep the nacelle lower  
frame (51D) close at hand for use  

at the start of the next stage.

Thread the cables from your newly assembled  
deck section through the saucer skeleton as shown.

Then position the assembly on the skeleton as shown and 
fix it in place with four CP screws and six BM screws.

KEY

The illustrations are color-coded  
to help you identify the parts  
as you go along.

RED is used for screws, direction 
arrows and connection points.

YELLOW is for the new part(s)  
in each step.

GRAY shows the assembly so far.

BLUE shows illuminated parts.

50E

50E

CP

BM

BM BM BM

BM

BM

CP
CP

CP

50E

50E

51E

51E

51E

49F

49F

49F

45C

47A



STAGE 52 ASSEMBLY

PART LOCATOR

STARTING ON THE PORT NACELLE LOWER SECTION

Set to work on the lower half of your portside warp nacelle before  
assembling and wiring up another upper saucer deck panel.

9

STEP 

A Begin by slotting the Bussard EM field 
projector lower (52H) on to the nacelle 
front lower (52G) as shown.

Then take the  
nacelle lower frame  
(51D) supplied with  
your stage 51 parts  

and place it over the  
newly assembled parts.  

Secure the build with  
three BM screws. 

PORTSIDE WARP 
ENGINE NACELLE

TRANSPORTER  
BEAM EMITTER PAD

52G

52G

BM

BM

BM

52H 51D



FITTING DECK PANEL U1-09ASSEMBLING DECK PANEL U1-09

10

Finally, plug the  
deck panel lights (52C) into  
the “A” socket shown on saucer PCB 2 
(45C). This completes stage 52.

52F

52A

51A

52A

52A

52D

52D52D

52D

52D
52E

52B

DM

52C

52C

52A

DM

DM

DM

52E

52E

52E

45C

BM

BM
BM

52E52E52E

52E

STEP 

C
STEP 

B

Thread the cables from the 
deck assembly through the 
saucer skeleton as shown.

Next, position the assembly on the skeleton. Make 
sure the cables are clear of the screw holes before 
securing the deck panel with three BM screws.

Place reflector panel U1-09 A (52B) on to the deck 
panel, inserting the bulbs from the deck panel lights 
(52C) on either side. Secure with four DM screws. 

Stick down  
the adhesive 
transporter 
emitter pad 
(52F) inside 
the recess of  
deck panel 
U1-09 (52A). 

Make sure 
that the lights 
are working 
properly by 
plugging 
them into  
the test PCB 
along with 
the battery.

Then turn the panel over to fit five clear windows 
(52D) and eight dark windows (52E) as shown.



STAGE 53 ASSEMBLY

PART LOCATORFITTING THE PORT BUSSARD COLLECTOR

PORTSIDE BUSSARD COLLECTOR

11

02A

46G

02A

53I

53J

53K

Cap your first warp nacelle with a distinctive red bussard collector and  
then turn your attention to the biggest saucer deck panel so far!

Locate the bussard collector (02A) supplied with your 
stage 2 parts. Nest bussard collector reflector 3 (53K) 
inside bussard collector reflector 2 (53J), then slot this 
assembly into bussard collector reflector 1 (53I). Finally, 
slot the three nested pieces into the bussard collector.

Retrieve your nacelle upper assembly, last used in stage 
50. Then take the nacelle light strip bulb at the end of  
the blue and white cable (46G) and plug it into the slot 
in the end of bussard collector reflector 3 (53K). 

Place the bussard collector assembly on to the nacelle front 
(02B) and set aside. This will be fully secured in stage 54.

STEP 

A



ASSEMBLING DECK PANEL U3-01

12

Take deck panel U3-01 (53A) and fit six escape pod covers (53E) so that the red line on each is closest to the wide end 
of the panel. Slot the arboretum windows (53D) into position in the center of the panel and then place two clear windows 
(53F) and three dark windows (53G) in the slots shown. Bear in mind that the windows will not be secure at this stage.

Place reflector panel U3-01-A1 (53B) over the escape pod 
covers, windows, and half of the arboretum windows and  
slot the deck panel light (53H) into the bracket at the side of 
the reflector. Then secure the reflector with three DM screws.

To ensure that the light you have  
just fitted is working correctly, plug  

it into the socket marked “F” on  
the test PCB, with the battery 

plugged into socket “E”.

STEP 

B

WORKING WITH PLUGS AND THE PR INTED C IRCUIT  BOARDS

Before plugging cables into any of the PCBs, always check that the pins in the sockets are aligned with the pinholes in the 
plugs. Forcing a plug into a socket with misaligned pins could damage both parts and stop the lights from working.

53A

53A

DM

DMDM

53H

53H

53E53E

53B

53E

53D

53F
53G

53G

53G
53F

53E

53E53E



ASSEMBLING DECK PANEL U3-01

Fit six escape pod covers (53E) as shown, again making sure that the red line on each is closest to the wide end of the panel. 
Then place five dark windows (53G) in the slots shown. Bear in mind that the windows will not be secure at this stage.

Place reflector panel U3-01-A2 (53C) over the escape pod covers, windows, and the other half 
of the arboretum windows and fix it in place with three DM screws. Stage 53 is now complete.

STEP 

C

13

KNOW YOUR  SCREWS!

Throughout this build, screws with codes ending in ‘M’ (such as BM and CM) are for driving into metal.  
Those with codes ending in ‘P’ (such as BP and CP) are for driving into plastic. 

Screws for metal are self-tapping and cut their own thread in a pre-drilled socket. To keep these from  
jamming before they are fully tightened, drive each screw only halfway in at first. Then unscrew it to release the  
swarf (shavings) created as the screw cuts its thread. Discard the swarf, then drive the screw fully into the hole. 

53A

DM

DM DM

53E 53G
53G

53G

53G

53G

53E

53E

53C

53E 53E 53E



STAGE 54 ASSEMBLY

ASSEMBLING DECK PANEL U3-01

PART LOCATOR

STEP 

A

Complete and fit the mammoth deck panel you began in the previous stage,  
then combine your upper and lower warp engine nacelle builds.  

14

Fit 12 escape pod covers (54C)  
into deck panel U3-01 (53A) as 

shown, each with its red line closest  
to the wide end of the panel. Then  

add three clear windows (54E) and 
seven dark windows (54F) as shown.

Next, place reflector panel  
U3-01-A (54A) over the windows  
and escape pod covers, slotting a  
deck panel light (54D) into the reflector  
as you do so. Secure these to the deck panel  
using three DM screws and one AM screw.

Now place a sticker (54H) over 
the top row of escape pod covers.

53A

54C

54C 54C

54H

54A

54D

AM

DM DM

DM

54C

54E
54E

54E
54F 54F

54F
54F

54F 54F

54F

54C

54C54C

54C54C
54C

54C54C



ASSEMBLING DECK PANEL U3-01

TESTING THE LIGHTS

Now position reflector panel U3-01-A3  
(54B) to mirror step A, slotting the other deck 

panel light (54D) into place as you do so. 
Secure these to the deck panel using three 

DM screws and one AM screw.

Test the light you fitted in step A by plugging it into slot “F” 
on the test PCB, with the battery plugged into socket “E”.

Then do the same with the light you fitted in step B. 
Stage 54 continues over the page.

Repeat the beginning of step A, this time on the other side  
of deck panel U3-01 (53A). Again you will need 12 escape 
pod covers (54C), one sticker (54H), three clear windows 
(54E), and seven dark windows (54F). The arrangement of 
windows is an exact mirror image of those used in step A.

15

STEP 

B

STEP 

C

53A

54C

54C

54C

54C

54E

54E

54E
54F

54F

54F
54F

54F
54F

54F

54C

54C
54C

54C
54C

54C

54C

54C

54H 54B

54DAM

DMDM

DM



FITTING DECK PANEL U3-01

STEP 

D

16

Retrieve your main saucer build and thread the cables from deck panel U3-01  
between the saucer skeleton and the previously fitted deck panels as shown.

Then position the deck panel on the skeleton as shown and fix it in  
place using 10 FM screws. Now set the saucer aside until the next issue.

53A

53A

FM FM

FM

FM

FM

FM

FM

FM
FM

FM



LINKING THE UPPER AND LOWER NACELLE BUILDS

STEP 

E

17

Take your nacelle upper assembly and lift the 
bussard collector (02A) out of the nacelle front 
(02B). Then slot the bussard collector reflector 
cover (54G) into place as shown.

Now retrieve your nacelle lower assembly from stage 52. Thread 
the unused nacelle light strip bulb (46G) from the upper assembly 
through the lower frame (51D) as shown. Then slot the bulb into  
the round bracket at the wider end of the lower frame.

Place the bussard collector (02A) back on to the  
nacelle front. Then bring the two long nacelle builds  

together, threading the cable for the nacelle light strip plug 
through the lower frame as shown. Use eight CP screws  

to secure the parts. Stage 54 is now complete.

BUILD T IP

Always work on a soft cloth to  
protect your model parts, and wrap  

the various sections separately in cloth 
when you are not working on them.

02A

02A
CP

CP

CP

CP

CP

CP

CP

CP

52G

02B

46G

51D

51D

54G



                 

               

FEW INSTALLMENTS OF STAR TREK  

are as highly regarded as ‘Yesterday’s 

Enterprise.’ It has frequently topped polls of 

fans’ favorite TNG episodes, and critics from 

TV Guide and Entertainment Weekly have 

placed it at or near the top of must-see lists. 

Guest star Denise Crosby rates it above any 

of her season one appearances, and even 

executive producer Rick Berman—who had 

all but banned time-travel episodes from 

the show—now ranks it as his joint favorite, 

alongside season two’s ‘The Measure of a 

Man.’ It is a little surprising, therefore, that 

some of the episode’s credited writers 

believed it would fail badly. 

3.15

February 19, 1990

Trent Christopher Ganino  

& Eric A. Stillwell 

Ira Steven Behr & Richard 

Manning & Hans Beimler  

& Ronald D. Moore

David Carson

Denise Crosby (Natasha  

Yar), Christopher McDonald 

(Richard Castillo), Tricia  

O’Neil (Rachel Garrett), 

Whoopi Goldberg (Guinan)

History is changed when the 

Enterprise-C travels into a future 

where it should not exist.

Episode

Premiere

Story by 

Written by 

 

Directed by 

Guest stars

 

 

 

 

Synopsis 

 

Y E S T E R D A Y ’ S 
E N T E R P R I S E

One of TNG’s most celebrated moments came together  
over six months and one very fraught weekend!

Tricia O’Neil (Captain Garrett) went on to play 
a Klingon in season six’s ‘Suspicions,’ and a 
Cardassian in STAR TREK: DEEP SPACE NINE.

EPISODE GUIDE
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“We didn’t think it was going to work,” 

co-writer Ronald D. Moore has admitted, 

referring to himself and fellow staffers Ira 

Steven Behr, Richard Manning, and Hans 

Beimler. “We were sort of embarrassed by  

it and were convinced it was going to be  

a disaster.” Beimler himself has described 

the experience of working on the episode as 

a “nightmare,” adding, “That’s proof that 

the process of making something doesn’t 

necessarily determine the outcome.”

The reason for the writers’ doubts was 

the speed and manner in which the script 

had been assembled. Owing to the limited 

availability of guest stars Whoopi Goldberg 

and Denise Crosby, production was pulled 

forward in the schedule from January 1990 

to mid-December 1989, meaning that the 

teleplay had to be written much faster than 

usual over a fraught Thanksgiving weekend. 

Working to an agreed outline, the writers 

tackled different parts of the installment 

separately, before piecing them together to 

form a coherent whole the following week. 

Moore took on acts one and five, Manning 

and Beimler wrote act two, and Behr filled  

in the middle sections. The result was then 

given a final polish by showrunner Michael 

Piller and rushed into the waiting hands of 

director David Carson. 

“We started prepping with no script at 

all,” Carson has reminisced. “The building 

of the sets and everything else went ahead 

as the script was being written.”

TIME FOR YESTERDAY

And yet, for all the frenzy leading up to 

filming, ‘Yesterday’s Enterprise’ had a long 

and considered history stretching back at 

least six months. And two men who never 

had any doubts about its potential were its 

originators, Trent Christopher Ganino and 

Eric A. Stillwell. Stillwell was working in the 

largely administrative role of TNG script 

coordinator when, in April 1989, Ganino 

submitted a spec script in which Captain 

Picard’s Enterprise-D crossed paths with its 

immediate predecessor. As one of many 

unsolicited submissions received as a result 

of Michael Piller’s open-door script policy,  

it sat unread for some time, leading Ganino 

to make “frequent enquiries” about it to 

Stillwell’s office. As a result, the pair struck 

up a friendship, and got together to share 

ideas for other possible story pitches they 

could pitch as freelancers.

In Ganino’s initial take on ‘Yesterday’s 

Enterprise,’ there is no timeline change as  

a result of the Enterprise-C traveling into 

the future, and so no Tasha Yar. Instead  

the focus is solely on the moral dilemma  

of whether or not to send the crew back  

to face certain death in the past. However, 

Stillwell knew from talking to Crosby that  

she was willing to return to TNG, and so  

he and Ganino started work on a new  

story to bring her back, using a concept 

from THE ORIGINAL SERIES (see p.22). 

At the same time, Ganino’s solo script 

slowly made its way to Michael Piller, who 

considered the concept worth buying, if  

not the writing. He then called Ganino  

in for a meeting, where he explained his  

own vision for the episode: an alternative 

timeline in which Tasha was still alive!

Aware that this would scupper the other 

idea the pair were working on, Stillwell then 

went straight to Piller and pitched him their 

Tasha Yar story, which he and Ganino felt 

Christopher McDonald (Richard Castillo) in a 23rd-century Starfleet uniform and Denise Crosby (Tasha Yar) in the 
24th-century alternative reality variant. The red movie-style uniforms were later seen in five more TNG episodes.

      I’ve always known the risks that  
   come with a Starfleet uniform.  

Tasha Yar to Captain Picard

YESTERDAY’S ENTERPRISE

19



FORESEEING THE ‘C ’

When first-season illustrator Andrew 

Probert designed the Enterprise-D (see 

issues 1 and 2), he also posited designs  

for the ships immediately preceding it.  

In part, this was to ensure that the ‘D’ 

seemed like a natural evolution from  

the Constitution-class vessel conceived  

for THE ORIGINAL SERIES, but also to 

allow for a wall of sculptures showing  

the Enterprise’s lineage to be included 

among the show’s standing sets. For  

the Enterprise-B, Probert settled on an 

Excelsior-class vessel—as first seen in  

STAR TREK III: THE SEARCH FOR SPOCK 

—and for the ‘C’ he created a brand  

new design that blended elements of  

the Excelsior and Galaxy classes.

For ‘Yesterday’s Enterprise,’ Probert’s 

successor as TNG senior illustrator, Rick 

Sternbach, took Probert’s design and 

turned it into something that could be 

realized as a filming miniature on the 

show’s tight schedule. “The genesis of the 

design came from a small painting done by 

Andy Probert,” Sternbach has confirmed. 

“While Andy’s sketch showed an elliptical 

cross-section for the engineering hull and 

an elliptical saucer, the Enterprise-C would 

require some simplifications if it were to  

Rick Sternbach’s design for the 
Enterprise-C was inspired by a 
painting from the first season.

Andrew Probert’s original concept painting for the Enterprise-C from 1987. Though the curve of the saucer is 
not obvious from this angle, Probert later told Rick Sternbach that it was intended to be an ellipse, not a circle.

was stronger than ‘Yesterday’s Enterprise.’ 

Piller disagreed—not least because of the 

ORIGINAL SERIES elements—but offered 

them the chance to work up a new outline 

combining the Enterprise-C story with the 

alternative reality one.

YESTERDAY’S SON

While Stillwell and Ganino worked on the 

revised outline in October 1989, Piller wrote 

a memo outlining some possibilities for the 

episode: “Worf is gone (in fact a member of 

an enemy crew) and Tasha Yar is at security. 

Wesley’s father is alive and a member of the 

crew.” He went on to specify that the ill- 

fated captain of the Enterprise-C should be 

a woman (in Ganino’s original, he is Richard, 

not Rachel, Garrett), and that Tasha would 

volunteer to take her place in the past. He 

also admitted: “I haven’t the slightest idea, 

at this writing, how the crew figures out it  

is imperative for the ship to return to restore 

history,” before positing: “Possibly Guinan’s 

mysterious talents can yield a vision that 

sees through the time continuum.”

In Stillwell and Ganino’s first joint story 

outline, dated 10 October, the Enterprise-C 

is drawn into the future by an alien probe. 

Data learns from the probe’s records how 

history has been changed, and wrestles 

with the morality of revealing this to Tasha 

and the rest of the crew. When the timeline 

is restored at the end of the episode, the 

bridge crew remember what has happened, 

and Data mourns Tasha a second time. This 

outline did not meet with Piller’s approval, 

but was sufficient to assure Stillwell’s joint 

story credit with Ganino. After a further 

revision by the pair, it was handed over to 

Moore, who struck out the probe, built up 

the role of Guinan, and made the altered 

reality a much less welcoming place. 

“Moore’s version of the story was simple 

and concise,” Stillwell admits in his 2007 

book, The Making of Yesterday’s Enterprise. 

“He got rid of the damn probe, which had 

vexed Trent and I through two drafts, and 

gave Guinan unusual precognizant powers 

that seemed perfectly normal for an alien 

tending bar on a Galaxy-class ship. He also 

made the alternate universe a little edgier,  

a little darker—something Trent and I had 

avoided for fear of writing a story so costly 

to produce that it would never be shot.”

AN UNEXPECTED YESTERDAY

Making ‘Yesterday’s Enterprise’ did, indeed, 

prove more expensive than the average 

episode, but Carson convinced producers  

       This is not a  
  ship of war!  

Guinan to Captain Picard

EPISODE GUIDE
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be constructed in time for filming. I began 

drawing up the blueprints with a circular 

saucer and a circular cross-section, knowing 

that they would make modelmaker Greg 

Jein’s job markedly easier.”

When he received the blueprints, Jein 

farmed out some of the work to get the 

still-ambitious job done on time. While he 

sculpted the saucer section, fellow model 

men Ed Miarecki and David Merriman, Jr. 

built the engineering hull and warp nacelle 

masters respectively. These formed the 

basis of silicone molds made by Jein, to 

create a full fiberglass model measuring  

41 inches (104cm) long. 

Owing to the time constraints, the 

Enterprise-C was not finished to the same 

standard as the ‘D’ and some other ‘hero’ 

ships, but Jein knew he could mask any 

imperfections under the guise of battle 

damage. For the most part, this scarring 

was painted on, but in other places the 

miniature was genuinely scorched and 

distorted by the careful application of 

fireworks. This fire damage meant that  

the model was not suitable for reuse, and 

when Ambassador-class ships are seen 

again in ‘Data’s Day’ and ‘Redemption II,’ 

a second miniature is used, cast from  

Jein’s ‘Yesterday’s Enterprise’ molds.

to offset the overspend against savings later 

in the season. Aside from the creation of 

the Enterprise-C (see panel, above) and 

other visual effects, unusual elements that 

needed to be accounted for included new 

uniforms for the regular cast (with closed 

collars, black cuffs, and weapons belts), 

shoulder belts for all the Enterprise-D 

background performers, and significant 

redesigns for several standing sets.

“It was probably a good thing that  

I wasn’t steeped in STAR TREK lore,” said 

Carson, who had just one other episode  

to his name at the time. “I had a lot of 

thoughts about using a lot of low lights,  

a lot of dark blues, making it very much 

more moody... and I knew that we needed 

to change the shape of the bridge to  

make it as different as possible.”

To that end, a stepped area was built  

in the middle of the bridge set, raising the 

captain’s seat to the same level as the 

tactical station and dispensing with the 

other two command chairs altogether.  

New workstations and displays were 

squeezed in to both sides of the bridge,  

and the aft stations were redesigned 

without the optional seating.

“We thought of the Enterprise as being 

like a submarine where they lived at close 

quarters,” Carson explained. “We thought  

it would be interesting to make it more of  

Two of Rick Sternbach’s concepts for the Enterprise-C from November 1989, made prior to the blueprint stage.

The glare from a low-down light source illuminates Denise Crosby on the redesigned bridge set. Note 
the limited overhead lighting and the new-look aft stations behind Crosby and director David Carson.
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Eric Stillwell came close to having one of his 

story ideas produced in season two, when 

then-showrunner Maurice Hurley expressed 

interest in his spec script ‘Shattered Time.’ 

Inspired by the ORIGINAL SERIES episode 

‘Wink of an Eye’ and Ronald Reagan’s ‘Star 

Wars’ missile defense program, the concept 

involved a civilization that became trapped 

inside mirror-like portals designed for civil 

defense. Yet, despite Hurley’s enthusiasm, 

Gene Roddenberry passed on the idea, and 

Stillwell’s most prominent contribution to 

season two became his work on its final 

episode, ‘Shades of Gray’ (see issue 11).

When he started work on another pitch 

with Trent Ganino, his thoughts turned to 

THE ORIGINAL SERIES once again. As well  

as knowing that Denise Crosby was willing 

to reprise her role as Natasha Yar, he was  

aware that Roddenberry was open to Mark 

Lenard returning as Spock’s father, Sarek. 

And so that pair conceived a storyline to 

bring both characters back—along with the 

father of Vulcan logic, Surak (introduced in 

1969’s ‘The Savage Curtain’) and the time- 

travel portal the Guardian of Forever (from 

1967’s ‘The City on the Edge of Forever’).

In the pitch that Stillwell made to Michael 

Piller, which led to him working on the story 

for ‘Yesterday’s Enterprise,’ a Vulcan research 

team uses the Guardian of Forever to travel 

back to the dawn of their civilization, causing 

the death of Surak in the process. Owing to 

his proximity to the Guardian in the 24th- 

century present, only Sarek is unaffected by 

the resultant changes to history, which he 

realizes when he is captured by a version of 

the Enterprise that is at war with a Vulcan-

Romulan alliance. As this alliance has long 

since wiped out the Klingons, there is no 

Worf, and Yar is at the tactical station. Sarek 

then has to convince a skeptical Picard that 

he is not a spy, before traveling through the 

Guardian himself. By remaining in Vulcan’s 

ancient past and taking Surak’s place, he is 

able to set his people back on the path to 

peace and logic, and history is restored.

“As a kid, I noted the similarity of the 

names ‘Surak’ and ‘Sarek,’” Stillwell recalls. 

“So I always thought it would be cool if  

they were the same person.” However, with 

TNG’s producers only tentatively open to  

the return of Sarek, and reluctant even to 

explicitly link him to Spock (see next issue), 

“Michael Piller was never going to entertain 

that. He would just roll his eyes and say, ‘We 

don’t want ORIGINAL SERIES gimmicks!’” 

Reflecting on the fact that Surak later 

appeared in STAR TREK: ENTERPRISE, while 

the Guardian of Forever had a prominent 

part to play in season three of STAR TREK: 

DISCOVERY, Stillwell smiles. “Back in 1989 

it was called a gimmick,” he says. “But 

nowadays we call it an Easter egg!”

ON THE EDGE 
OF FOREVERSAREK

Ganino and Stillwell’s parallel 
pitch to ‘Yesterday’s Enterprise’ 
put Tasha Yar in second place  
to ORIGINAL SERIES elements.

Eric A. Stillwell and Trent Christopher Ganino on set with Whoopi Goldberg. When Goldberg quizzed 
him about some of her dialogue, Ganino explained that he had no involvement in the final teleplay.

From left to right: the 
Guardian of Forever; 
Spock’s father, Sarek; 
and a simulacrum of 
Surak, as seen in THE 
ORIGINAL SERIES.
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Rick Sternbach’s pen-and-ink drawings 
were used as the basis of illuminated 
displays on the Enterprise-C bridge. 

a battle bridge, where the commander was 

right in the middle of all the weapons.

“In terms of technique, we used much 

longer lenses than normal. That crunched  

up the backgrounds and made everything 

feel grittier... It was my intention, basically, 

to do everything the opposite way than  

the Enterprise was normally shot.”

Other sets that were redressed and less 

brightly lit included the ready room, the 

observation lounge, and even the corridors. 

Ten Forward, conversely, was more harshly  

lit than usual, and dressed to look more like 

a mess hall than a place to relax in comfort. 

Wherever possible, Carson tried to shoot 

from low angles, to make everything look 

more cramped and imposing.

CALL BACK YESTERDAY

One element that did fall foul of budget 

and time constraints was the scripted finale. 

As written, it was not only Riker who was 

killed in the battle with the Klingons, but 

the entire bridge crew. It may have been 

cathartic for the embattled writing staff to 

kill off their regulars on paper (“I was very 

jealous of Ron getting to do that,” Behr  

has said), but it was not worth committing 

effects such as Data’s electrocution to film 

when there was a good chance of them 

getting cut. Instead, Moore and co. took 

comfort in seeing what Carson was able  

to achieve with the episode.

“When we started seeing dailies, we 

started feeling kind of good,” Moore has 

said, referring to the tapes reviewed after 

each day’s filming. “The set design was 

tremendous, the way it was lit was perfect, 

and the performances were there.”

ALL OUR YESTERDAYS

The final elements that made the episode  

a classic came together in post-production. 

To realize the temporal rift, visual effects 

supervisor Dan Curry filmed liquid nitrogen 

swirling through a cone of black velvet.

For the music, composer Dennis McCarthy 

conducted one of TNG’s largest orchestras 

(numbering around 60 musicians) to create 

his favorite score for the series. The unique 

feel of the episode was further augmented 

by supervising sound editor Bill Wistrom and 

sound mixer Alan Bernard, who made the 

Enterprise-D a louder, more visceral place  

to be in the alternative timeline scenes.  

As a result, the episode won its third sound 

editing Emmy award, and was nominated  

in the sound mixing and music categories.

TOMORROW IS YESTERDAY

Whereas some TNG episodes have earned 

their reputations over time, ‘Yesterday’s 

Enterprise’ was an immediate hit. On first 

run, it became the highest-rated episode 

since ‘Encounter at Farpoint,’ reaching  

more than 12 million US homes over the 

course of a week. Its performance was  

a factor in Carson being chosen to direct 

the premiere of STAR TREK: DEEP SPACE 

NINE in 1993 and the first TNG movie,  

STAR TREK GENERATIONS, the following 

year. Both of these brought a darker edge 

—literally and figuratively—to the TREK 

universe, and expanded its horizons in  

the process. The overwhelmingly positive 

reaction to Crosby’s guest appearance, 

meanwhile, would ensure her return in  

four more episodes, including the series 

finalé, ‘All Good Things...’ in 1994.

      Who is to say that this history is  
   any less proper than the other?  

Jean-Luc Picard to Guinan
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RENÉ ECHEVARRIA HAD NEVER  

considered a career in screenwriting 

until TNG launched in 1987. “I didn’t even 

know it was a job you could have,” he has 

joked. But when the new series hooked 

him, he started penning spec scripts in 

between shifts as a waiter and sending 

them off to Paramount. “And one day after 

about eight months I got a call from this 

guy: ‘Hi I’m Michael Piller from STAR TREK.  

I really like your script and we want to do  

it. Can you come out here next week?’”

The story that had captured Piller’s 

imagination was called ‘Bloodlines’ (later 

used as the title of a season seven episode) 

3.16

March 12, 1990

René Echevarria

Jonathan Frakes

Hallie Todd (Lal),  

Nicolas Coster (Haftel), 

Whoopi Goldberg (Guinan)

When Data creates a new 

android life, Starfleet tries to 

curb his rights as a ‘parent.’ 

Meanwhile, his daughter’s 

abilities develop to include 

emotional responses.

Episode

Premiere

Written by

Directed by 

Guest stars 

 

Synopsis 

 

 

 

 

T H E  O F F S P R I N G

A new writer starts a long association with TNG,  
while a first-time director continues his!

Andorians are seen only twice in TNG. In both 
‘The Offspring’ and ‘Captain’s Holiday’ they 
are played, uncredited, by Kristina L. Kochoff.
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and saw Data and the Enterprise computer 

jointly creating a child. It had a strong comic 

thread, with Data and the computer cast as 

bickering parents, with different opinions 

about how to raise their daughter—though 

both agreed that waiting on tables in Ten 

Forward was not an appropriate use of her 

talents, and that a romance with Riker (who 

had mistaken her for Human) was not to be 

encouraged. There was jeopardy in the form 

of a Ferengi computer virus, smuggled into 

the Enterprise’s systems, and a surprisingly 

tragic ending in which Lal sacrificed herself 

to save her parents from the virus. 

“It was a great spec script,” Piller said in 

Judith and Garfield Reeves-Stevens’ 1997 

book STAR TREK: THE NEXT GENERATION 

The Continuing Mission. “Except that it 

was, at first, barely about our people.” He 

went on to recall telling Echevarria: “It’s  

got to be about Data. It’s not about Data’s 

child as much as it is about how Data deals 

with being a parent. Everybody will be able 

to relate to that and empathize with the 

problems he has as a parent of a new child. 

Especially when that child is threatened by 

all sorts of outside forces.”

As Echevarria recalls, it was also the  

right script at the right time, coming hot  

on the heels of the budget-broadening 

‘Yesterday’s Enterprise’ (see p.18). In 2011’s 

STAR TREK: THE NEXT GENERATION 365  

by Paula M. Block and Terry J. Erdmann,  

he modestly claims: “What made Michael 

excited was that it took place entirely on 

the Enterprise. They needed a money- 

saver, and this was just the ticket.”

CALLING THE SHOTS

Also taking the plunge into a new and 

enduring career with ‘The Offspring’ was 

first-time director, Jonathan Frakes. While 

Echevarria would go on to write many more 

installments of TNG and STAR TREK: DEEP 

SPACE NINE, the man who played Will Riker 

would eventually direct episodes of every 

live-action TREK spin-off (as of 2021) except 

STAR TREK: ENTERPRISE, as well as helming 

big-screen adventures STAR TREK: FIRST 

CONTACT and STAR TREK: INSURRECTION. 

Speaking in Edward Gross and Mark A. 

Altman’s 1995 book, Captain’s Logs, Frakes 

outlined his journey to the director’s chair. 

“I went to [executive producer Rick] 

Berman and said I’d like to do a show. He 

said I’d have to go to school, and so I spent 

about 300 hours in the editing room and on 

the dubbing stage learning about that side 

of it... I looked over the shoulders of all our 

regular directors and took some seminars, 

read textbooks, and finally I didn’t go away. 

Rick was kind enough to give me ‘The 

Offspring,’ and I was thrilled because I got  

a Data show and those always work.” 

LOCKED IN LATEX

As a cost-saving episode, ‘The Offspring’ 

has just one significant special effect: the 

extensive latex makeup worn by Leonard 

Crofoot as Lal’s original form. According to 

makeup artist Doug Drexler, Crofoot (who 

also appeared in ‘Angel One,’ see issue 5), 

never once complained about the outfit, 

even though it proved all but impossible to 

remove at the end of his first day’s filming.

“I was assured by the manufacturer that 

all Lennie would have to do was lather  

up and it would all come off,” Drexler has 

recalled. “But I had to get in the studio  

gym shower with him, fully clothed, and 

scrub the guy almost raw with a loofah!”

      What are  
  your intentions  
      towards my  
  daughter?  

Data to Commander Riker

Right and top right: Test shots by Doug Drexler of 
Leonard Crofoot in “a kind of foam-latex diaper.”

THE OFFSPRING
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SERIALIZATION IN STAR TREK  

began with the celebrated big-screen 

trilogy of STAR TREK II: THE WRATH OF 

KHAN, STAR TREK III: THE SEARCH FOR 

SPOCK, and STAR TREK IV: THE VOYAGE 

HOME. But for all their box-office success, 

syndicated TV was seen as another world 

altogether. Audiences and broadcasters 

alike—it was believed—did not want the 

hassle of working out where a particular 

episode stood in the broader scheme of 

things. And so, regardless of what took 

place on TNG from one week to the next, 

the crew of the Enterprise-D was required  

to begin each adventure unchanged from  

3.17

March 19, 1990

Drew Deighan

Ronald D. Moore &  

W. Reed Moran 

Les Landau

Charles Cooper (K’mpec),  

Tony Todd (Kurn). Patrick 

Massett (Duras), Thelma  

Lee (Kahlest)

When his late father is framed 

as a traitor, Worf agrees to go 

along with the lie, accepting 

dishonor from his people in 

exchange for anonymity for  

his long-lost brother.

Episode

Premiere

Story by 

Teleplay by

 

Directed by 

Guest stars 

 

 

Synopsis 

 

 

 

 

S I N S  O F  
T H E  F A T H E R

This classic episode turned Klingon culture from  
a footnote into fertile ground for further exploration. 

Tony Todd would play Kurn three more times in 
TNG and STAR TREK: DEEP SPACE NINE, as well 
as playing an older Jake Sisko in DEEP SPACE 
NINE and a Hirogen in STAR TREK: VOYAGER.
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the last. Small exceptions to this rule were 

Wesley Crusher’s inevitable journey into 

adulthood, and the need to kill of Tasha  

Yar when Denise Crosby chose to leave  

the show. But the first unforced decision  

to set a character on a ‘story arc’ came  

with ‘Sins of the Father.’

REFLECTING ON KLINGONS

The episode began life as two scripts sent  

in by freelance writers: ‘Brother to Dragons’ 

by Drew Deighan, in which Worf’s father 

was accused of treason; and ‘Our Brother’s 

Keeper’ by Beth Woods (co-writer of season 

two’s ‘Contagion’), which brought Worf’s 

brother on to the Enterprise. Staff writer 

Ronald D. Moore was assigned the task of 

weaving them into one story, and—as part 

of the development process—preparing  

a document detailing his thoughts on who 

the 24th-century Klingons were. For this, 

Moore drew upon his knowledge of THE 

ORIGINAL SERIES, as well as details from  

the Klingon-focused 1984 novel The Final 

Reflection by John M. Ford. “For instance,” 

Moore has said, “in Ford’s novel, Klingons 

love pastries and sweet juices, and that’s 

why Worf likes prune juice.”

Another influence, of sorts, was the 

recently published book, STAR TREK: The 

Worlds of the Federation by Shane Johnson. 

Moore actively disliked the description of 

Klingon culture found in its pages, and so 

“went out of my way to do the opposite.” 

Instead, he constructed a vision of Klingon 

society that was “a cross between medieval 

Samurai and the Vikings... They had these 

intricate codes of honor and poetry, sort  

of like the Samurai; and they were big, 

brawling, and liked to drink and sing songs, 

like our conception of the Vikings... It kind  

of became the template for where we went 

with the Klingons from that point forward.”

THE ADVENTURE CONTINUES

Yet, for all that Moore establishes about  

Klingon culture in ‘Sins of the Father’ (it is, 

after all, STAR TREK’s first visit to the species’ 

homeworld), the episode’s biggest impact 

comes at the end, when Worf accepts the 

discommendation of his people. “The way 

that it ends just demanded a follow-up,” 

Moore has said. “It opened up the whole 

franchise to the idea that maybe we can do 

continuing stories, and it was really a pivotal 

moment, looking back.” 

The ongoing tale of Worf’s family honor 

and the treachery of the Duras family would 

be revisited in season four’s ‘Reunion’ (also  

a sequel to season two’s ‘The Emissary’) and 

‘Redemption’ and ‘Redemption II’ (spanning 

season four and five) With that two-parter 

also tying in to ‘Yesterday’s Enterprise’ (see 

p.18) the TNG universe suddenly seemed 

much more interconnected—no longer just  

a sequence of strange, new worlds where  

the characters could always warp away  

from all consequences. 

         There will  
 be another day,  
   Commander.  

Jean-Luc Picard to Kurn

Senior illustrator Rick Sternbach’s 
design for the knife used by  
one of Duras’ assassins.

Art director Richard D. James’ concept for the ‘throne’ end of the Klingon Great Hall. The resulting three-walled 
set was redressed to represent both ends of the same large room on camera, making it seem doubly spacious. 
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Top: The studio floorplan for the Klingon Great Hall 
set, as drawn up by set designer Gary Speckman. The 
Klingon emblem on the floor is specified as being 12 
feet (3.6m) across and more than 15 feet (4.6m) long.

Left: Front and side elevations plus the overhead  
plan for the “Judge’s seat” in the Klingon Great Hall, 
drawn up by set designer Joseph Hodges.

Above: Charles Cooper as Chancellor K’mpec on the 
completed throne. Cooper had recently played another 
high-ranking Klingon, General Koord, in STAR TREK V: 
THE FINAL FRONTIER, and for this appearance he  
wore largely the same medal-emblazoned costume.
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And yet, there was no great game plan 

when Moore wrote his two-page Klingon 

‘bible.’ “I had no idea at that point that  

I was going to keep writing Klingon shows,” 

the ‘Reunion’ and ‘Redemption’ writer has 

said. “Once I did ‘Sins of the Father,’ that 

was it: I became the Klingon expert!” 

Moore has also admitted some surprise  

at getting the open-ended finalé of ‘Sins...’ 

into the series at all. “Rick [Berman] resisted 

it,” he has said, “and Gene [Roddenberry] 

was in two minds anyway, as he didn’t see 

Worf as one of the primary characters.” 

Showrunner Michael Piller has gone even 

further, saying Roddenberry didn’t initally 

want to do the episode, period. 

“Gene said very clearly, ‘I do not want  

to do this story. This is not a series about 

the Klingons. This a series about our captain 

and our ship,’” Piller recalled. “Rick and I 

went to Gene because we liked the story 

and said, ‘You have our word that this will 

not be about Worf. It will be about Picard.’ 

And if you look at that episode, it really  

is about Picard. Worf is the catalyst to tell  

a story about Picard, and that’s how we 

snuck it under the radar.”

HOMEWORLD BOUND

In his bible, Moore envisioned the Klingon 

homeworld as having “a single land mass 

and an enormous, turbulent ocean.” Then, 

in the final draft of ‘Sins of the Father’ (co- 

credited to W. Reed Morgan, who worked 

with Moor on the first draft), he specified 

that the architecture of its First City “should 

reflect a soldier’s sensibilities” with “Spartan 

decoration.” He described the city’s Great 

Hall as “a parliament/supreme court/public 

square” with “partitions to suggest that the 

room is used for a variety of functions,” but 

otherwise left the look and feel of the sets 

to the production team. One thing Moore 

did not do in either document was name 

the planet, and this remained a source of 

debate behind the scenes for some time—  

even after the planet was named as Kronos 

(or Qo’noS) in 1991’s STAR TREK VI: THE 

UNDISCOVERED COUNTRY.

On screen, the planet as seen from space 

has a green-hued atmosphere, which visual 

effects supervisor Dan Curry described as 

adding “a degree of noxiousness,” as well 

as being a homage to Altair IV in the 1956 

film Forbidden Planet. For the establishing 

shot of the First City, Curry chose to echo 

the architectural styles of Laos, Nepal, and 

Thailand, where he had spent much of his 

20s. Matte artist Syd Dutton created the 

scene as a four-foot (120cm) oil painting  

on Masonite hardboard, which was then 

augmented by lightning effects.

For the live-action sets, director Les 

Landau, art director Richard D. James,  

set decorator Jim Mees, and director of 

photography Marvin Rush worked closely 

together to create something memorable 

and lasting. Owing to budgetary constraints, 

very little could be built from scratch, but 

ingenious use of existing elements allowed 

for the creation of new streets, corridors, and 

rooms. Most memorably, the Great Hall was 

repurposed in large part from the Tanuga IV 

research station set seen in ‘A Matter of 

Perspective’ (see last issue).

“I didn’t want to create something that 

we couldn’t live with in future episodes, so  

I gave a great deal of thought to the look 

and the elements that were brought in,” 

James has recalled. “The script talked about 

the Great Hall, and, of course, I visualized  

a really great hall!” In fact, he explained, 

“We only built one end of the hall, and we 

would redress it [as the other end] to make  

it look like we had a full set.”

This cinematic sleight of hand led to an 

Emmy Award for outstanding art direction, 

shared between James and Mees. “I’m very 

proud of [that],” Landau said in Gross and 

Altman’s 1995 book Captain’s Logs. “[And] 

Marvin’s work speaks for itself. Visually, it 

was one of the most dynamic episodes ever 

done. It looks like a feature film.”

         The cha’DIch will be silent!  
Worf to Captain Picard

A section of Syd Dutton’s matte painting showing the Great Hall and other buildings in the Klingon First City.
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LIKE ‘THE OFFSPRING’ BEFORE IT,  

‘Allegiance’ was conceived as a cost- 

saving answer to the overspends incurred  

on ‘Yesterday’s Enterprise.’ But it was also 

part of a concerted effort to give Picard 

more to do in the latter half of the season. 

Showrunner Michael Piller’s push to put 

each of the main cast in the spotlight for  

at least one episode apiece had left Patrick 

Stewart feeling underused and, as Piller 

once recalled, “bored.”

Another idea Piller had considered to 

keep his leading man interested in the role 

was to have Picard get married, but, he 

later admitted, “Gene [Roddenberry] felt 

that was a mistake, and in retrospect,  

he was right.” Instead, Stewart gets to 

show off his romantic moves alongside 

Gates McFadden [Beverly] in ‘Allegiance’ 

and Jennifer Hetrick [Vash] in the following 

episode, ‘Captain’s Holiday’ [see next issue]. 

He also gets to showcase his rich baritone 

singing voice in a rendition of the 18th-

century operatic song ‘Heart of Oak.’ It is  

the only time he sings in the series, though 

he does so again eight years later in the 

movie STAR TREK: INSURRECTION. “We 

wanted to come up with some real fun  

for both Patrick the actor and Jean-Luc  

the character,” Piller said in Gross and  

3.18

March 26, 1990

Richard Manning  

& Hans Beimler

Winrich Kolbe

Stephen Markle (Kova Tholl),  

Reiner Schöne (Esoqq),  

Joycelyn O’Brien (Mitena Haro), 

Jerry Rector (First Alien),  

Jeff Rector (Second Alien)

Imprisoned with three strangers, 

Picard must work out who to 

trust, while an alien duplicate  

of the captain takes charge  

of the Enterprise!

Episode

Premiere

Written by

 

Directed by 

Guest stars 

 

 

 

Synopsis 

 

 

 

A L L E G I A N C E

Manning and Beimler’s final script for TNG proves that you  
don’t need big bucks when you’ve got Patrick Stewart!
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Mark A. Altman’s 1995 book Captain’s 

Logs. “[It was] wonderful character stuff 

and Patrick was wonderful.”

ROOM TO MANEUVER

In keeping with its thrifty remit, ‘Allegiance’ 

boasts just one new set: the deceptively 

simple-looking ‘laboratory’ in which Picard  

is held. Kolbe has praised this set as one of 

the reasons the episode didn’t just come in 

on budget but “under budget and under 

time.” After two slow-moving days filming 

on the Enterprise sets, the director recalled,  

“We went into the octagonal chamber and 

suddenly we were taking off… It was a set 

that was terrific to shoot in and I could put 

the camera anywhere I wanted to.”

Conversely, the episode introduced three 

new species to the STAR TREK universe—a 

seeming extravagance that earned the show 

an Emmy nomination for makeup. Only the 

Mizarians (represented by Kova Tholl) would 

be seen again: as background characters in 

‘Ménage à Troi’ (see next issue), season six’s 

‘Chain of Command, Part I,’ and STAR TREK 

GENERATIONS. Esoqq the Chalnoth warrior, 

meanwhile, would live on only in the form  

of his costume—which later formed the 

basis of Morn’s heavily upholstered outfit 

in STAR TREK: DEEP SPACE NINE—and his 

voice, as actor Reiner Schöne went on to  

do voice work on German dubs of STAR 

TREK: VOYAGER and ENTERPRISE. Finally, 

the distinctive-looking aliens responsible  

for the others’ abductions were unnamed 

on screen, but known affectionaltely as 

“cauliflower heads” behind the scenes. All 

members of this species were played by 

twin brothers Jeff and Jerry Rector, and this 

allowed for another small budget saving. 

“Both actors looked exactly alike in body 

shape, head size, and facial features,” said 

makeup supervisor Michael Westmore.  

“So we were able to use a duplicate set  

of appliances on them.”

The other ‘guest’ alien in the episode is 

Mitena Haro, who appears to be a Bolian, 

but is in fact an imposter. This species, seen 

here for the second time following season 

one’s ‘Conspiracy,’ is usually depicted as 

bald, though another (presumably genuine) 

Bolian with hair can be glimpsed in Ten 

Forward in ‘Ménage à Troi.’ Most notable  

is Haro’s outfit: the first screen appearance 

of a 24th-century Starfleet cadet uniform. 

This exact design would not be seen again, 

but subsequent iterations would all follow 

its example of transposing the colored chest 

panel and black shoulders of the standard 

officer’s uniform.

WHAT YOU LEAVE BEHIND

‘Allegiance’ is also notable for being the last 

TNG writing credit for the long-standing 

team of Richard Manning and Hans Beimler, 

who joined the show in season one. The 

pair remained on staff as co-producers until 

the end of season three, but left the show 

thereafter. They would work together again 

on season two of DEEP SPACE NINE, after 

which Beimler became a prolific contributor 

to the show on his own, and with fellow 

season three alumnus Ira Steven Behr. 
Costume designer Robert Blackman’s concept for the 
Starfleet cadet uniform, complete with utility pockets.

Blackman’s design for the “cauliflower heads,” who 
were a joint effort by the costume and makeup teams.

       Ales for  
     everyone!  

The fake Captain Picard

ALLEGIANCE
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